Non-linear electrodynamics (NLED) theories are well-motivated extensions of QED in the strong field regime, and have long been studied in the search for regular black hole (BH) solutions. We consider two well-studied and well-motivated NLED models coupled to General Relativity: the Euler-Heisenberg model and the Bronnikov model. After carefully accounting for the effective geometry induced by the NLED corrections, we determine the shadows of BHs within these two models. We then compare these to the shadow of the supermassive BH M87* recently imaged by the Event Horizon Telescope collaboration. In doing so, we are able to extract upper limits on the black hole magnetic charge, thus providing novel constraints on fundamental physics from this new extraordinary probe.
Introduction
Black holes (BHs) are exceptionally remarkable regions of spacetime. They are defined by their event horizon, a one-way causal spacetime boundary beyond which even light is unable to escape. A generic prediction of General Relativity (GR) [1] [2] [3] , BHs are understood to constitute the end state of gravitational collapse of matter. Moreover, BHs might provide the key towards the dream of unifying General Relativity (GR) and Quantum Mechanics [4, 5] (see also [6] ). There is no doubt that a better understanding of BHs will lead to a deeper understanding of gravity at energy scales unaccessible to us from Earth.
From the observational point of view, BHs appear in a wide variety of astrophysical environments, and there is wealth of direct or indirect evidence pointing towards the existence of supermassive black holes (SMBHs), with masses as large as 10 10 M . In fact, it is believed that SMBHs reside in the centre of most sufficiently massive galaxies, including ours [7, 8] , and that they power so-called active galactic nuclei, extremely luminous central regions of galaxies that oftentimes outshine the rest of the galaxies themselves. See e.g. [9] for an up-to-date comprehensive review on astrophysical BHs.
Due to the combination of a photon sphere (where photons travel along unstable circular orbits) and gravitational lensing of photons, an accreting BH surrounded by a geometrically thick, optically thin emission region will lead to the appearance of a so-called shadow, in combination with a bright emission ring [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The BH shadow represents the interior of the so-called "apparent boundary" or "critical curve", the latter being such that a light ray belonging to the critical curve asymptotically approaches a bound photon orbit when traced from a distant observer back to the BH. In other words, the BH shadow represents the closed curve on the sky separating capture orbits and scattering orbits. See e.g. [15] for a recent review on BH shadows. Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) surveys, wherein signals from various astronomical radio sources are collected at multiple radio telescopes on Earth, effectively emulating a single huge telescope with size given by the maximum separation between the individual telescopes, are expected to be able to detect the shadows of SMBHs [16] .
VLBI interferometry in the context of BH shadows has become a reality through the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) collaboration, an Earth-wide radio telescope array observing at 1.3 mm wavelength with a theoretical diffraction-limited resolution of 25 µas [17] . In April 2019, the EHT collaboration announced the detection of the shadow of M87*, the SMBH residing at the center of the elliptical galaxy Messier 87, in a series of by now seminal papers [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Broadly speaking, the image of M87*'s shadow appears to be consistent with that of a Kerr BH in GR, but further improvements are required before more can be said. At any rate, BH shadows appear to be an extremely promising arena for testing deviations from GR [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , and in particular violations of the no-hair theorem [29] [30] [31] . In fact, following the announcement of the EHT detection, several works examined the possibility of extracting valuable information from M87*'s shadow, ranging from properties of the BH itself such as its mass and spin to novel constraints on fundamental physics, see e.g. .
In GR, continuous gravitational collapse appears to lead to the inevitable but somewhat undesirable existence of singularities [3, 73, 74] . While the cosmic censorship conjecture states that all singularities of gravitational collapse should be hidden behind event horizons of BHs, and hence should not be "naked" [75, 76] , it is nonetheless desirable to find solutions which avoid singularities altogether. Thus, a great deal of attention has been paid to the search for regular BH solutions, starting from the early work of Bardeen [77] , and working by either modifying the gravity sector or seeking (typically exotic) matter content which can regularize the central singularity. For an incomplete list of works in this direction, see e.g. .
A very attractive class of models emerging in the search for regular BH solutions is non-linear electrodynamics (NLED). A classical example in this sense is Born-Infeld (BI) electrodynamics [113] , first introduced as a classical solution to the electron self-energy problem. Regardless of their utility in the search for regular BH solutions, NLED models are in any case relevant when taking into account loop corrections to quantum electrodynamics (QED), necessary when one wants to describe the strong-field regime of the electromagnetic field, for instance when tackling the issue of the self-energy problem of a point charged particle. One particularly relevant example in this sense is Euler-Heisenberg (EH) NLED, whose action is given by the effective action of QED after taking into account one-loop corrections [114] , and which sees the appearance of two relativistic invariants constructed out of the electromagnetic field-strength tensor. Another important example is that of the Bronnikov NLED model [115] , which instead only sees the appearance of one of the previous two relativistic invariants, and wherein regular BH solutions exist provided they only carry magnetic and not electric charge.
We wish to remark at this point that, contrary to popular belief, NLED models such as the EH model are not exotic. In fact, they are the inevitable extension of the better-known theory of electromagnetic interactions, QED (and, by extension, of Maxwell's equations), in the high-intensity regime, which is relevant for several studies [116] . Moreover, it is known that NLED models frequently appear in the low-energy limit of several string theories or supersymmetric theories. For instance, it is known that BI NLED appears as the lowenergy effective description of world-volume gauge fields on D-branes [117, 118] . On the other hand, the EH NLED is effectively the low-energy limit of BI NLED, and is known to well approximate the supersymmetric action of minimally coupled spin-1/2 and spin-0 particles [119] [120] [121] .
Black hole solutions in NLED models were studied in a wide number of papers. For instance, within BI NLED, an incomplete list of works studying BH solutions can be found in [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] . Similar studies within the context of Euler-Heisenberg non-linear electrodynamics can instead be found in [115, [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] . Of particular interest to us is [137] , where it was argued that regular BH solutions are not possible for configurations with non-zero electric charge, under the assumptions of static spherical symmetry. Later on [115] showed that this result persists even for dyonic configurations, where both non-zero electric and magnetic charges are present. However, still [115] showed that this ceases to be the case if one considers a configuration with a pure magnetic charge. Notice that, while the field-strength F µν can be infinite at the centre, in the same point, wherein the force applied to test particles vanishes, both the energy-momentum tensor and the metric are at least C 2 . Such BH solutions were studied in detail in [115] , and shown to have interesting properties. Our goal in this work is three-fold. First of all, we want to investigate novel BH solutions in the EH and Bronnikov NLED models coupled to GR, which we refer to as Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg and Einstein-Bronnikov models respectively. We focus on BH solutions carrying magnetic charge, considering both regular and non-regular BHs. The next point we want to address is to carefully compute the shadows of the resulting BHs. This is important because it has been shown in [146] that due to non-linear electrodynamics, photons actually propagate along geodesics that are no longer the geodesics of the original spacetime, but in the so-called effective geometry. This fact has not been appreciated sufficiently in the literature, but is crucial when computing the resulting BH shadow, given the importance of null geodesics in the analysis of the latter. Finally, we wish to compare the shadows we find with the shadow of M87* detected by the EHT collaboration, and possibly set novel and valuable limits on the fundamental parameters of the two NLED models we are considering.
The rest of this work is then organized as follows. We begin in Sec. 2 by discussing Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg gravity. We then consider non-regular magnetically charged BHs in the theory, and compute the resulting shadows. We then do the same in Sec. 3 for regular magnetically charged BHs in Einstein-Bronnikov gravity. In Sec. 4 we then compare the resulting shadows to the shadow of M87* detected by the Event Horizon Telescope collaboration, and study whether we can use the latter to set constraints on the free parameters of the underlying non-linear electrodynamics models, and in particular on the magnetic charge Q m . Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Sec. 5. Throughout this work, we use Planck units with c = = G = 1.
Shadows of non-regular magnetic Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg black holes
In this section, we will begin by studying the motions of photons in a non-regular spacetime arising as a solution to the Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg theory of gravity. We will then use these results to determine the shadows of Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg non-regular BHs possessing a magnetic charge. The crucial point is that due to the non-linear electrodynamics, photons follow null geodesics of an induced effective geometry rather than those of the original background spacetime. 1 
Static magnetically charged black holes in Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg gravity
As we explained earlier, Euler-Heisenberg non-linear electrodynamics is the low-energy limit of Born-Infeld electrodynamics. In EH NLED, the standard Maxwell Lagrangian is modified to:
where the two relativistic invariants U and W are constructed from the electromagnetic field-strength tensor F αβ and its dual F αβ as follows:
with and αβµν representing respectively the Hodge dual operator and the completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor obeying αβµν αβµν = −4!, whereas A µ is the electromagnetic gauge field. Note that the modified action given in Eq. (2.1) deviates from the standard Maxwell Lagrangian via the positive dimensionless constant µ.
When coupling GR to EH NLED, we refer to the resulting theory as Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg (EEH) gravity, with action given by:
3)
The gravitational field equations and the energy-momentum tensor sourced by EH NLED are found upon taking the variation of Eq. (2.3) with respect to the metric tensor:
Henceforth, in order to solve the field equations, we shall make the ansatz of a static spherically symmetric (SSS) metric, whose (squared) line element ds 2 EEH is given by: 5) and is characterized by the metric function f EEH (r), which is solely a function of the radial coordinate.
As discussed earlier, we shall consider BHs carrying magnetic but not electric charge. This is achieved by choosing a purely magnetic configuration for the electromagnetic gauge field A µ , given by:
where Q m is the magnetic charge. After solving the gravitational field equations [Eq. (2.4)] for the effective Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg action given by Eq. (2.3) , from the G t t component we find:
whereas from the G θ θ component we find:
The metric function f EEH (r) appearing in Eq. (2.5) is found to be:
(2.9)
As we could have expected, the static-charged black hole solution with squared line element given by Eq. (2.5) is parametrized by the black hole mass M , as well as the magnetic charge Q m . It is worth noting that the authors of [144] have found the electric counterpart of Eq. (2.9), which unsurprisingly has an analogous form to the solution we found. One can see that by setting µ → 0, the standard Reissner-Nordström (RN) squared line-element for a rotating charged BH is recovered. Finding exact expressions for the relevant horizons from the metric function Eq. (2.9) is not straightforward. However, using Descartes' rule of signs, which provides us the number of real zeros of an arbitrary polynomial function, we can guess that the polynomial in question will have one or three positive roots, which will be related to the relevant horizon(s). Henceforth, we shall work in units of mass setting M = 1, or equivalently rescale all dimensionful quantities by the appropriate power of M .
Effective geometry induced by non-linear Euler-Heisenberg electrodynamics
In this section, we will use Novello's method [146, 148] to derive the effective geometry induced by Euler-Heisenberg non-linear electrodynamics effects, which alter the background geometry along the null geodesics of which photons would usually propagate. Inspired by the Lagrangian given in Eq. (2.1), we consider now a general non-linear electrodynamics Lagrangian given by L = L(U, W ), which again depends on both the relativistic invariants U and W . Using the least action principle, we find the equations of motion to be:
(2.10)
Let us consider the constant phase surface Σ. We require that electromagnetic fields are continuous across this surface and their derivative is discontinuous. By imposing the conditions [F αβ ] Σ = 0 and [∂ σ F αβ ] Σ = f αβ k σ on the surface of discontinuity Σ, where [F αβ ] Σ = F + αβ − F − αβ , the first of the two equations in Eq. (2.10) becomes:
where we have defined:
By contracting Eq. (2.11) with F α µ k α and F α µ k α , we get the following expressions respectively:
and
:
15)
To make progress we define Ω ≡ F αβ f αβ F αβ f αβ . Doing so, we can then manipulate Eqs. (2.15,2.14) and get the following quadratic equation for Ω:
,
The quadratic equation Eq. (2.16) has two solutions which we denote Ω ± :
If we now factor k µ k ν and insert the solutions found in Eq. (2.18) into Eqs. (2.14,2.15) , we get to the following expression describing the motion of photons:
It is clear that Eq. (2.19) describes null geodesics, thus photon paths, on an effective spacetime with metric g µν eff(±) given by the following expression: For certain non-linear electrodynamics models, such as those considered by Bardeen [77] and Bronnikov [115] , only one relativistic invariant contributes. In this case, by neglecting W , Eq. (2.20) reduces to the following simpler expression:
21)
The above effective metric will be useful to study the non-linear electrodynamics models considered in [77, 115] . It turns out to also be convenient to write the effective metric in Eq. (2.20) in the following form, explicitly highlighting the contribution from the energymomentum tensor appearing in Eq. (2.4) and hence the role of non-linear electrodynamics corrections:
where:
23)
N ± = 1 L U (L U U + Ω ± L U W ) .
(2.24)
Shadows of Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg black holes
Now that we have computed the effective metric for photons in EEH gravity [Eq. (2.20) ], we see that the effective geometry seen by photons on the background of a magnetically charged EEH BH, following Eq. (2.5), is given by:
+ h EEH (r) r 2 dθ 2 + r 2 sin 2 θdφ 2 , (2. 25) where we have defined:
An important aspect to note at this point is that the effective EEH geometry is static and spherically symmetric just as the original spacetime metric we started from. Another crucial point is that the metric functions h EHH (r) and g EHH (r) must be positive. Only if this holds will the underlying effective geometry not flip its signature during the photon's motion. Therefore, the range accessible to the motion of photons outside of the BH is restricted to r > r e and r > r ef f = (12Q 2 m µ) 1/4 , where r e is the radial coordinate of the event horizon. In the case where r ef f < r e , the exterior region of BH is still given by r > r e , while in the case where r ef f > r e the exterior region of the BH is given by r > r ef f . Both the previously mentioned options are in principle possible depending on the parameters Q m and µ.
For photon geodesics parametrized by x µ (τ ) in terms of an affine parameter τ , the Lagrangian of the spacetime metric given by Eq. (2.25) is given by: L = −f EEH (r)g EEH (r)ṫ 2 + g EEH (r) f EEH (r)ṙ 2 + r 2 h EEH (r)θ 2 + r 2 h EEH (r)φ 2 , (2. 28) where the dot indicates differentiation with respect to τ . Because of the assumed spherical symmetry, we can safely restrict our attention to the motion of particles along the equatorial plane, for which θ = π/2. Therefore, the equations of motion for a null geodesic are given by:
where by E and L we have denoted two of the photon's constants of motion, namely its total energy and angular momentum. If we substitute Eqs. (2.29,2.30) into Eq. (2.31), we can rewrite the equations of motion for a null geodesic in terms of an effective potential V (r) as the following:
To compute the BH shadow, we focus on unstable circular orbits, for which dV (r) dr = 0 = V (r). Using the effective potential given in Eq. (2.32), the condition for unstable circular orbits can be rewritten as:
f EEH (r)g EEH (r) r 2 h EEH (r) , (2.33) rf EEH (r)g EEH (r)h EEH (r) + 2f EEH (r)g EEH (r)h EEH (r) − rf EEH (r)h EEH (r)g EEH (r) −rg EEH (r)h EEH (r)f EEH (r) = 0 .
(2.34)
In the above we have defined the impact parameter b, whose value is given by the ratio of the photon's angular momentum and energy. The impact parameter will be directly related to the size of the shadow. Moreover, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. By plugging the relevant expressions for f EEH (r), g EEH (r), and h EEH (r) found earlier into Eqs. (2.33,2.34) , we get to the following expression for determining unstable circular orbits: It is instructive to take the limit Q m → 0 in Eqs. (2.36,2.35) . In this case we see that the equations describe an unstable critical curve located at r c−sch = 3, with the relevant critical impact parameter being given by b c−sch = 3 √ 3.
Both results match what is expected for a standard uncharged Schwarzschild BH.
In the case when a magnetic charge is present, Eq. (2.36) is not exactly solvable and has to be solved numerically. There are three metric functions that define the geometry. To have a well defined geometry we need to have f > 0 and h > 0. So f = h = 0 defines the boundary region allowed by the spacetime geometry. In Tables 1 and 2 we list the numerical solutions of Eqs. (2.36) , f = 0 and h = 0 for various cases. We consider three different values of the magnetic charge Q m = 0.5, Q m = 0.9 and Q m = 2, while varying 0.1 ≤ µ ≤ 1. In the tables we provide the radial coordinates of the unstable critical curve r ph (the photon sphere), as well as the relevant horizon radius r e or r ef f , respectively. It is not difficult to numerically show that if µ ≥ 0.1, the metric function Eq. (2.9) has only one positive root, meaning that here we find a single-horizon charged BH for different values of Q m . At first, this may appear to be an extremal solution. However, this is not the case because f does not satisfy the condition f (r = r e ) = 0. An interesting point that should be noted here is that there is no fundamental theoretical constraint on the value of magnetic charge in units of mass so that one may in principle have Q m > 1, unlike the standard RN case where the electric charge in units of mass is bounded within the interval given by 0 < Q e ≤ 1. Generally speaking, unstable critical curves with radial coordinate less than the relevant horizon radius, i.e. r ph < r e , do not contribute to the shadow because they are unable to cross the event horizon and reach an observer situated at infinity. Therefore, only unstable circular orbits with radial coordinate larger than the relevant horizon radius contribute to the shadow.
As already mentioned, for the metric function in Eq. (2.9), there is the possibility of three positive roots. We have found that for certain values 0 < µ < 0.1 and 0 < Q m ≤ 1 there may be three positive roots for f (r). We take the largest one of them to be the event horizon radius r e . We find that the obtained values of r e and r ph are hardly distinguishable µ r ph (Q m = 0.5) r e (Q m = 0.5) r ef f (Q m = 0.5) r ph (Q m = 0.9) r e (Q m = 0.9) r ef f (Q m = 0.9) 0 2.82288 1 36 ) and f (r) = 0 = h(r) for certain values of 0.1 ≤ µ ≤ 1. Note that r ph is the radial coordinate of the photon sphere, whereas r e and r ef f characterize the radial coordinate of the event horizon, depending on which of the two is larger.
from their standard counterpart, meaning that in the case where three positive roots are present, the resulting shadow is very similar to that of a standard charged BH.
Let us now consider the extremal EEH BH, which is defined by f (r = r ex ) = 0 = f (r = r ex ), from which we obtain the following: Given different values of µ, we can extract the extremal horizon radius r ex as well as relevant magnetic charge Q m . We find that in Eq. (2.38) the expression with positive sign is not physical as it returns an imaginary solution. However, for the case where we choose the negative sign one may obtain a real solution provided that 0 < µ < 0.1, see Table 3 . Finally, let us consider the four-vector K µ tangent to the photon's path so that using Eqs. (2.29-2.32), this is given by:
, V (r), 0, 1 .
Choosing the position coordinate of a static distant observer located at r = r o , as D µ = (0, r, 0, 0), the angle between K µ and D µ , takes the following form:
(2.40)
By inserting our numerical results from Tables 1,2 Table 3 . Numerical solution of Eqs. (2.38,2.36) for certain values of 0 ≤ µ < 0.1. The extremal magnetic charge and horizon radius in the standard RN case are given by Q m−ex = 1 and r ex = 2 respectively. Fig. 1 for a few representative chosen values of the magnetic charge Q m and EEH coupling µ, the angle between the position coordinate of a static distant observer and the four-vector tangent to the photon's path is smaller than Schwarzschild case. However, if we compare this angle to that of the standard extremal charged RN BH, we see that the angle becomes larger for Q m ≤ 1 and smaller for Q m > 1. This means that the angular size of the magnetically charged BH in EEH gravity can be larger or smaller than that of the corresponding extremal RN BH. Note that what we mean by the size of the shadow is indeed the shadow angular size.
In Fig. 2 we plot the shadow resulting from the chosen values of Q m and µ used in Fig. 1 . We clearly see that as Q m is increased above 1, the shadow angular size shrinks with respect to the standard extremal RN case with Q e = 1. similarly, as Q m is decreased below 1, the angular size increases. Finally, as Q m → 0, the shadow size approaches the Schwarzschild limit, as expected.
We can therefore expect the shadow of M87* detected by the Event Horizon Telescope to be able to set limits on Q m , given that the anguar size of the observed shadow is consistent with that of a Schwarzschild BH. In particular, we expect to get an upper limit on Q m since, if Q m is increased too much, the shadow becomes significantly smaller than the standard Schwarzschild shadow. On the other hand, we see that the EEH coupling µ has a very limited effect on the angular size of the shadow, and therefore we do not expect it to be subject to tight constraints from the shadow of M87*. We will address these issues in Sec. 4. 
Shadows regular magnetic Einstein-Bronnikov black holes
In this section we will repeat the calculations of the previous section in the case of Einstein-Bronnikov gravity, a particular non-linear electrodynamics theory which only makes use of the relativistic invariant U and not of W , and wherein one can obtain regular BHs.
Static regular black hole
Let us consider the following action for Einstein-Bronnikov (EB) gravity [115] :
The existence of the constant parameter a removes the singularity at the centre of the BH. When considering a → 0, the standard Einstein-Maxwell Lagrangian is recovered. Within the EB NLED theory, the gravitational field equations are given by:
and:
We again choose to study a purely magnetic BH, taking the gauge field to be given by:
Taking again a SSS ansatz, the relevant metric function analogous to Eq. (2.5) is now given by the following:
Here the constant parameter a is linked to the black hole mass and magnetic charge via a = Q 3/2 m /2M . Therefore, the metric function takes the following form:
It is straightforward to see that for Q m = 0 or small values of Q m (weak field limit), the metric function Eq. (3.7) reduces to the standard Schwarzschild or RN metric function respectively. An attractive feature of this metric function is that one can easily see that f EB (r) is regular as it approaches 1 as r → 0 unlike what occurs for a standard RN BH.
Effective geometry induced by non-linear Bronnikov electrodynamics and resulting black hole shadows
By using the expression Eq. (2.21) related to Lagrangian with one relativistic invariant, the effective geometry for light rays on the Einstein-Bronnikov background is given by:
with the following effective metric functions:
As we see from Eq. (3.8), the effective geometry of the Bronnikov spacetime is again spherically symmetric and static as we expected. We again work in units of mass, setting M = 1. The condition of positive definiteness for the effective metric functions g EB (r) and h EB (r) allows us to identify to find the allowed region of parameter space in the (r ef f , Q m ) plane, as illustrated in Fig. 3 in the grey shaded area. Figure 3 . The allowed region in the (r ef f , Q m ) parameter space given by the positive definiteness of g EB (r) and h EB (r) is given by the grey shaded area.
As for the non-regular BHs we studied in the previous section, we can repeat exactly the steps between Eqs. (2.28-2.34) to obtain the following expressions describing unstable 
The numerical solution to the above involved expression returns us the radial coordinates of the unstable circular orbits for various values of the magnetic charge 0 < Q m ≤ 1, see Table 4 . Unlike the Euler-Heisenberg case, we find that the photon's geodesic can cover the entire region outside the event horizon since r ef f < r e . Using Eq. (2.40), we show in Fig. 4 the angle between the position coordinate of a static distant observer and the four-vector tangent to the photon's path in the Einstein-Bronnikov model. To have a better intuitive understanding of the effect of the magnetic charge on the shadow size in Einstein-Bronnikov spacetime, in Fig. 5 we plot the resulting BH shadows obtained for the same values of Q m considered in Fig. 4 by the Event Horizon Telescope [18] . As we saw earlier in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 , the shadow size depends rather strongly on the value of the magnetic charge Q m . Therefore, it should at least in principle be possible to constrain this quantity using the EHT observation. As reported in [18] , the angular size of the shadow of M87* as detected by the EHT is δ = (42 ± 3) µas, whereas following [23] the distance to M87* is D = 16.8 +0. 8 −0.7 Mpc and the mass of M87* is M = (6.5 ± 0.9) × 10 9 M . Combining this information as in [41] we can infer the diameter of the shadow in units of mass d M 87 * to be:
The detected diameter of M87*'s shadow, as given in Eq. (4.1), is remarkably consistent with that of the Schwarzschild BH, as we can see from Figs. 2 and 5. Within 1σ uncertainties, we see that 9.5 d M 87 * 12.5, whereas within 2σ uncertainties 8.0 d M 87 * 14.0. The upper limits of these intervals are mostly irrelevant for the purpose of our discussion because as we have seen in Figs. 2 and 5, increasing the magnetic charge Q m (and in the case of the EEH model also the EEH non-linear electrodynamics coupling µ, albeit the latter has a marginal effect on the shadow) always leads to a smaller angular size for a shadow, and never a larger one. From these considerations we can expect to set an upper limit on Q m both in the EEH and in the EB model, for if Q m becomes too large then the diameter of the shadow would become too small and inconsistent with the detection of the Event Horizon Telescope.
We perform a parameter scan of the Q m -µ parameter space for the magnetically charged Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg BH, and of the Q m parameter space for the Einstein-Bronnikov Figure 7 . Allowed region in the parameter space of Q m (magnetic charge) and µ (nonlinear coupling strength) for Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg BHs, given the shadow of the supermassive BH M87* detected by the Event Horizon Collaboration. In the upper panel the region shaded in pink is consistent with the 1σ confidence region for the diameter of the shadow of M87* as given by Eq. (4.1). Similarly, the orange shaded region in the lower panel is consistent with the 2σ confidence region for the diameter of M87*.
BH. For each point in the parameter space, we compute the diameter of the resulting shadow. We then check for what regions of parameter space the EHT constraint in Eq. (4.1) is satisfied, considering both 1σ and 2σ confidence regions as discussed earlier. For the EEH model we consider values of µ < 1, as for larger values we lose perturbative control over the theory.
We begin by considering the Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg BH studied in Sec. 2. In Fig. 6 we plot the diameter of the resulting BH shadow as a function of the magnetic charge Q m , for various values of the NLED coupling strength µ, together with 1σ and 2σ confidence intervals on the diameter of the shadow of M87* as reported in Eq. (4.1). As we see from the figure and as expected earlier, we can certainly set an upper limit on Q m for if this quantity increases too much, the size of the shadow becomes too small and inconsistent with observations. From the figure we also confirm our earlier finding that the effect of µ on the shadow size is rather limited. Fig. 6 deserves a further comment. As we see, around Q m ≈ 1, the sizes of the shadows appear to diverge. To understand this, we can recall from Eq. (2.33) that the size of the shadow scales as h/(f × g). For small Q m we have that h > 0 and g > 0, and a shadow of finite size. As Q m is increased, h → 0 while f and g remain positive, so the shadow decreases in size. As we keep increasing Q m , we first hit a region excluded by the spacetime geometry (see earlier discussion). After that we find f ≈ h ≈ 0 and g > 0, with the shadow size increasing. As g → 0 as well, the shadow size appears to diverge. After that both g and h switch sign, in such a way that the combination h/(f × g) remains positive and the shadow is again finite in size.
In Fig. 7 we shade the region of Q m -µ parameter space where the resulting BH shadow has a size compatible with the EHT detection (1σ confidence interval in the upper panel, 2σ confidence interval in the lower panel). We see from these figures that we are essentially unable to set any meaningful limit on µ as expected, whereas we can set a rough upper limit of Q m < 1.5M (recall that we had worked in units of M = 1). This limit is to some extent affected by our choice of restricting the coupling strength to µ < 1, in order to maintain perturbative control on the theory. Nonetheless, given the fact that the influence of µ on the shadow is quite limited, we can in all generality recast our observational limit as Q m O(M ).
It is interesting to note that, by increasing the value of µ, there is the possibility of considering values of the magnetic charge beyond the extremal limit (Q m > M = 1) while maintaining consistency with the EHT observations. As a consistency check one can see explicitly in Figs. 6 and 7 that for case of µ = 0 the region Q m > 1 is not allowed.
We then repeat the same scan for the EB model, focusing only on the magnetic charge Q m . From Fig. 8 we see that, for a given value of the electric (respectively magnetic) charge, a RN BH (black curve) will have a smaller shadow than the corresponding EB BH (blue curve). From the parameter scan, we find a rough upper limit of Q m < 0.7M at 1σ and Q m < 1.0M at 2σ. Again as in the EEH case, we therefore again find a limit Q m O(M ).
An important caveat concerning our comparison to the shadow of M87* detected by the EHT collaboration is in order. In our work we have considered static (non-rotating) solutions. However, it is likely that M87* (as most BHs) is rotating, and the rotation could potentially have an important effect on the shadow. It is known that the effect of introducing angular momentum is that of making the shadow slightly asymmetric (in particular the shadow flattens on the side corresponding to photons with angular momentum aligned with the BH spin, as the effective potential is shallower in that case) and hence less circular, see e.g. [41, 149] . This deviation is, however, very small and only important at high observation angles (see e.g. Fig. 1 in [41] ). For M87* there is very good reason to believe that the mechanism powering the jet is closely related to the Blandford-Znajek mechanism [22, 150] . Under this assumption, the observation angle of M87* (the angle between the BH angular momentum and the line-of-sight) is very close to the jet angle, θ ≈ 17 • . Such a low observation angle makes the effect of rotation even less important, as the latter are important only when θ → π/2, or equivalently when the BH is viewed edge-on. Nonetheless, it would be worth further examining this conclusion, and possibly explicitly construct rotating solutions for the non-linear magnetically charged EEH and EB BHs we have studied in this work, for instance by adopting the Newman-Janis algorithm. We leave this issue for future work.
Conclusions
Non-linear electrodynamics (NLED) theories constitute well-motivated extensions to QED in the strong-field regime. Perhaps more interestingly, there is mounting evidence that NLED theories might harbor regular black hole (BH) solutions, which thus address the thorny issue of singularities from continuous gravitational collapse in GR. In this work, we have considered two well-known NLED theories coupled to GR: the Einstein-Euler-Heisenberg (EEH) theory and the Einstein-Bronnikov (EB) theory. We have first of all considered solutions for magnetically charged BHs within both theories. It is known that NLED results in the motion of photons being along geodesics of a so-called effective geometry, an effect which only recently has been appreciated in the literature. Taking this effect carefully into account, we have determined the shadows of magnetically charged BHs within the EEH and EB theories, as a function of the magnetic charge Q m .
We have then confronted the resulting shadows with the observed the shadow of the supermassive BH M87*, recently detected by the Event Horizon Telescope collaboration. Using the inferred diameter of M87*'s shadow, which is highly consistent with that of a Schwarzschild BH, we have set a rough upper limit of Q m O(M ) on the magnetic charge, where M is the BH mass. On the other hand, the NLED coupling strength for the EEH theory, µ, remains basically unconstrained within the region µ < 1.
Overall, our results present the first astrophysical constraints on NLED. Moreover, ours is among the first works to provide constraints on new physics beyond the Standard Model from the Event Horizon Telescope detection of the shadow of M87*. We leave further extensions of our results, such as a study of the effect of rotation on the shadows of magnetically charged BHs, to future work.
